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1. INTRODUCTION 
An important concept in the study of physical systems is the notion of 
stability. Recently, there has been considerable engineering interest in the 
development of stability criteria for nonlinear systems based on a blending of 
Fourier transform techniques and positive operator methods. Notable among 
such results is the so-called circle criterion [l] which generalizes a familiar 
criterion for linear systems [2]. A generalization of the circle criterion in the 
context of locally compact abelian groups and Hilbert spaces was given in [3]. 
The primary goal of this paper is to combine the generalized circle criterion 
with the coerciveness theory of elliptic boundary value problems as 
developed by Agmon [4], Nirenberg [5], Aronszajn [6], and Schechter [7] 
in order to obtain an &-stability theorem for boundary and initial value 
problems of the form 
P’(4) + QPtF(~, WW + W4 = 0 
P,“u)@) = fk 9 k = 0, l,..., I - 1 (1.1) 
&(x, RJW = 0, j = l,..., m 
* This research was supported in part by NSF under Grant No. GK-2788. 
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where L(x, D,) is an elliptic operator, P and Q are polynomials, N is a non- 
linear operator, the fk are functions of X, and the Bj(x, Dr) are boundary 
operators. 
We review the basic coerciveness theory in Section 2 following the treatment 
of Schechter [7] and introduce the notion of the spectrum of an elliptic 
boundary value problem. In Section 3, we show that, under certain assump- 
tions, the inverse of the transformed boundary value problem 
may be represented by a causal [S] linear map 2 of L,(R, Ho) into L,(R, HO) 
(where HO is a suitable Hilbert space) and that the map 2 is given by a 
convolution, i.e., Zf = r,o *f, f E L,(R, Ho) for an appropriate mapping v of R 
into g(H”, H”).l Using the results of Section 3, we prove an existence theorem 
for the problem (1.1) under a Lipschitz assumption on N in Section 4. 
Finally, we treat the Ls-stability problem for (1 .l) in Section 5. Our treatment 
is based on the general theory developed in [3,8,9] and a brief review of the 
relevant portions of that theory is given in the appendix. 
2. PRELIMINARIES: COERCIVENESS THEORY 
Let 9 be a bounded domain in n-dimensional Euclidean space E,, , n > 2 
and let a and B denote the closure and boundary of .5B’, respectively. 
5B is said to be of class C, if for each point x0 of 89, there is a neighborhood N 
of x0 in the relative topology of g which is mapped by a C,-diifeomorphism 
onto the hemisphere S, = (x E E, : 1 x / < R, x, > 01 in such a way that 
a.?B n w is mapped onto the hyperplane section x, = 0 of S, . As is 
customary, C@) d eno es t the set of r-times continuously differentiable 
complex valued functions on 6. 
If OL = ((Ill ,..., a,,) is a multi-index, 01~ > 0, and [ = (.$r ,..., E,,) is an 
element of E, , then ] 01 1 = 01~ + *** + 01, ol! = oli! *me or,!, 5” = && *a* I>, 
and 0,” = D 2 ..* Dpwhere Di = a/&,fori = l,..., n. 
We shall assume from now on that m is a positive integer and that 9 is of 
class cs, . The linear partial differential operator L(x, D,) given by 
(2-l) 
with u,(x) E C(g) is called elliptic (of order 2m) on d if its characteristic 
polynomial 
J&r&~ 5) = (6-lP , z2 444 5” 
0 m 
1 The space of bounded linear maps of Ho into Ho. 
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does not vanish in a for 5 # 0. Following Schechter [7], we say thatL(x, Do) 
is propertly ellihtic if (i) L(x, I&) is elliptic and (ii) for each x0 E 89, the poly- 
nomial P7(.z) = &,(x0,7 + ZV($)) has exactly m roots &(T, a~(#)) with 
positive imaginary parts2 where “(~0) is the interior unit normal to a.9 at x0 
and 7 f 0 is any element of E, which is orthogonal to v(x”). Note that if 
n > 2, then every elliptic operator on g is properly elliptic. 
A linear partial differential operator with coefficients defined on a9 will be 
called a boundary operator. We consider sets of boundary operators of the 
form 
4(x, D,> = c h,(x) aa, j = l,..., m (2.2) 
lal<mj 
where mj < 2m for all j, ZI&X) # 0 for some OL with 1 OL 1 = mi, and 
b,.(.) E c2m-yaq f or all j and 01. The characteristic polynomials Qi(x, 6) of 
the &(x, D,) are given by 
Qj(x, E) = (--W c b&) 5” (2.3) 
laI=mj 
for j = l,..., m. The set (Bj(x, DE)} is normal if (i) mj # m, for j # K and 
(ii) 89 is nowhere characteristic for the Bj(x, D,) (i.e., for each j, there is an 
x0 E a9 with Q&O, v(9)) # 0). We assume from now on that {Bj(x, D,)} is 
normal. We say that the set {Bj(x, D,)) “cowers” the properly elliptic operator 
L(x, D,) if, for each x0 E a.9 and every r E En with r f 0 and T orthogonal to 
v(xO), the polynomials 
Qj(z) = Qj(x”, T + m(xO)), j = l,..., m 
are linearly independent modulo the polynomial 
R”(4 = fi (z - hk(T, 4~“)) 
k=l 
where the hk(7, v(x”)) are the roots of P,(x) = L,,(xO, T + ZV(X~)) with 
positive imaginary parts. 
Assuming that the coefficients a,(x) of L(x, D,) are sufficiently smooth, we 
define the formal adjoint L*(x, D,) of L(x, D,) by setting 
L*(x, D&J = ,.z2* DD%dx)4 (2.4) 
for w in Czm@). (Note a,(x) is the complex conjugate of a,(x).) Let (Lu, w) = 
ss (Lu)B dx and (u, L*w) = jg u(L*o) dx. The following result of Aronszajn- 
Milgram [7] will allow us to define an adjoint set of boundary operators. 
2 Therefore, also m roots with negative imaginary parts. 
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THEOREM 2.5 (A ronszajn-Milgram [7]). Let L(x, 0,) be elliptic and 
let (Bi(x, D,)} be a normal set with mi < 2m for all j. Then there is another 
normal set {B,‘(x, D,)} such that if u E C”“(g) and 
(“,L*v) = (Lu, v) (2.6) 
for all v in C”“(Q) satisfying 
Bi’(x, D,)v = 0 
then 
Bi(x, D,)u = 0 
on ZZJ, (2.7) 
on a9 (2.8) 
and conversely, if v E Czm(@ and (2.6) h o s OY a u in C”“(a) satisfying (2.8), Id f 11 
then (2.7) holds for v. 
The set {Bj’(x, D,)} is called an adjoint set to {Bj(x, D,)) relative toL(x, D,). 
If L(x, D,) = L*(x, D,) and if {Bi(x, D,)} can be taken equal to {Bj(x, D,)}, 
then the boundary value problem {L(x, D,), {Bj(x, DJ}} is called self-djoint. 
Various Sobolev spaces will now be defined and the basics of aLax-Milgram 
style existence theory will be summarized. For details, see [5], [7], or [lo]. 
DEFINITION 2.9. For any integer k > 0, let H”(g) (OY Hk when 9 is 
Jixed by the context) denote the Hilbmt space which is the completion of C”(@ 
with respect o the norm 
(2.10) 
If u(v) E Hk(g), then u(n) is said to have k strong derivatives on a. 
Now it is clear that HO(S) = L,(a). Moreover, if u(a) E H”(g) and 
1 01 1 < k, then D,% is uniquely defined (a.e.) and is an element of Hk-lal(@. 
Thus, if u(*) E H2”(B), thenL(x, D,)u is defined (in the strong sense) and is in 
HO(g). 
DEFINITION 2.11. Let {Bj(x, Do)}& b e a set of boundary operators. Then 
H21n(g, {B,}) (or H2”({Bj}) when SS isJixed by the context) is the closure of the 
set {u(e) E C”(a) : Bj(x, D&(x) = 0 on ZG, j = l,..., m} in H2”(.@. 
We note that if L(x, D,) is elliptic and {Bj’(x, D,)} is adjoint to {Bj(x, D,)} 
relative to L(x, D,), then it can be shown (by analogy with the Aronszajn- 
Milgram theorem) that H2m(S3, {B,}) = {u(a) E Hzm@) : (u, L*v) = (Lu, v) 
for all v in Czm@) with Bj’(x, D,)v = 0 on 83, j = l,..., m}. 
We now recall the basic coerciveness theory [4-71. 
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THEOREM 2.12. Let L(x, D,) be properly elliptic of order 2m and let 
(Bj(x, D,)} cover L(x, D,). Then (i) there is a constant K > 0 such that 
II u llim < fqll Lu llfl + II 24 I13 (2.13) 
for all u( 9) in H2m(9, {B,}); and (ii) if u = 0 is the only solution of Lu = 0 in 
H2112(~, (B,}), then there is a constant K’ > 0 such that 
Ildn <K’llWo2 (2.14) 
for all u in Hzm(9, {B,}). 
The theorem is, for example, an immediate consequence of Lemmas 
5.2 and 5.3 of [7]. We now have 
THEOREM 2.15. Let L(x, D.J be properly elliptic of order 2m and let 
(Bj(x, D,)} cover L(x, D,). Let {L*(x, D,), {Bj’(x, Do)}} be the aQoint of 
{L(x, D,), {Bj(x, D,)}} then either (i) L*u = 0 has a nonzero solution in 
H2”(9, {B,‘}), or (ii) there is a bounded linear map # of Ho(g) into H2m(9, {Bj}) 
such that L# is the identity on Ho(g) and #L is the identity on H2m(53, {B,}). 
[See Schechter [7], Theorem 2.1.1 
We observe that, in_ case (ii) of Theorem 2.15, ]I #f ]I:, < K’Il f ]I: for all f 
in Ho(g) (since the existence of $ implies that u = 0 is the only solution of 
Lu = 0 in H2”(9, {Bj})). It follows from a theorem of Rellich [ 1 l] that # is 
completely continuous when viewed as a map of Ho(g) into HO(g). We call # 
the inverse of L relative to {Bj}. If {L(x, D,), {Bj(x, D,))} is self-adjoint, then 
the Fredholm alternative holds. 
We assume from now on that the boundary value problem {L(x, DE), 
{Bj(x, D,)}} is self-adjoint and satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.15. We 
then have 
DEFINITION 2.16. The spectrum A of the boundary value problem {L, {Bi}} 
is the subset of Cgiven by A = (A E C : L - AI does not have a bounded inverse 
relative to {B,}}. 
We observe that A is real by the usual argument and that X E A if and only if 
there is a nonzero u(e) in H2m(53, {B,}) for which (L - h)u = 0. We also note 
that if a, b are in C, then a + bA is the spectrum of a + bL. 
DEFINITION 2.17. Let 4 be a bounded linear map of HO(g) into HO(g). 
The spectrum of 4, spec 4, is the subset of C given by spec 4 = {A E C : I$ - XI 
does not have an inverse in Z’(H”(9), HO(@)}. 
PROPOSITION 2.18. If L + A, , A, E C, has an inverse z& relative to {B,}, 
then spec Z/J~ = (0) u {l/h + A, : h E A>.” 
3 Note that --X0 $ (1 since L + X, is invertible relative to {B,}. 
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Proof. Clearly 0 E spec 9. Now let h f 0 be an element of II. Then 
there is a nonzero u(*) in Earn@, (B,}) for which (L - X)U = 0. But then 
&(L - h)~ = 0 and so, (I - (h + &,)I,@ = 0. It follows that I - (h + h,)&, 
is not one-one and hence, that l/h + A,, E spec #,, . Thus, 
{0} U {l/h + h, : h E (11 _C spec #s . 
On the other hand, if p E spec #,, and TV f 0, then let h = (l/p) - h, . 
Suppose that h was not an element of rl. Then L - A would be invertible 
relative to {Bj} with a bounded inverse & . Since L& would be an element of 
Y(HO(@, Ho(Q)) and 
(L + ho)& would be an inverse of I - (l/pWo which contradicts 
p = l/X+hoEspec#o. 
PROPOSITION 2.19. The spectrum A of the boundary value problem {L, {Bj}} 
is a discrete unbounded set of real numbers. 
Proof. Since (L, {B,}> is self-adjoint, /I contains only real elements by the 
usual argument. If p is an element of C - R, then L - p is invertible relative 
to {BJ and its inverse $, is completely continuous as a map of Ho(g) into 
HO@). It follows that spec+, is a bounded set of points containing 0 and 
with 0 as its only accumulation point. Thus, by Proposition 2.18, the spectrum 
of {L - p, {B,}} consists of a discrete (countable) unbounded set of points. 
Since rl - p is the spectrum of L - p, the proposition is established. 
We note that in view of Propositions 2.18 and 2.19, A can have no finite 
accumulation point. 
3. A CAUSAL MAP OF CONVOLUTION TYPE 
Let 9 be a given bounded domain of class C’s, in E, . Let (L(x, D,), 
{B,(x, D,)}) be a boundary value problem on 9 and let P(D,), Q(DJ be 
linear differential operators where D, denotes differentiation with respect to t 
in R. We suppose that the following assumptions hold throughout the sequel. 
ASSUMPTIONS 3.1. (i) L is a properly elliptic operator of order 2m; (ii) 
{Bi(x, D,) : j = l,..., m> is a normal set of boundary operators which covers L; 
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(iii) the boundary oalue proI&rrl {L, {B,}} is self-adjoint; and (iv) P(a) and Q(s) 
ure polynomials with real coeficients of degrees p and q, respectively. 
Let (1 be the spectrum ofL relative to {Bj} and let s be an element of C with 
Re{s} > 0. We use these notations throughout the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If 0 #P(s) + Q(s)d and Q(s) f 0, then P(s) + Q(s)L 
is invertible relative to {Bj} and its inverse a(s) is a completely continuous 
element of 8(H”, HO). 
Proof. An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.15 and Proposition 2.18. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Q(s) is normal. 
Proof. Let L(s) = P(s) + Q(s)& u(*) be an element of Ho, and v(*) = 
Q(s) @*(s)u. Since {L, (B,}} is self-adjoint, L(s) L*(s) = L*(s) L(s). Moreover -- 
L*(s)0 = [P(s) + QWI w is an element of H’n”({Bj}). It follows that 
L*(s) L(s)w = L(s) L*(s)0 = u and hence, that Q(s) @*(s)u = @j*(s) @(s)v. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that (i) 0 $ P(s) + Q(s)(l and Q(s) # 0 for all s in 
Re{s} > 0; and (ii) 
1 
,lJillflm P(s) + Q(s)X = ’ (3.5) 
uniformly in h for X E rl. Then (a) @(*) is bounded; (b) lim 1~1~~ 11 D(s)/ = 0; 
and (c) 0(s) is analytic in Re{s} > 0 and continuous on Re{s) > 0. 
Proof. Since Q(s) is normal, 
II W)ll = Sup{1 CL I : p E spec WI- (3.6) 
But spec 0(s) C {0} u {l/P(s) + Q(s)h : h E /1} and so, 11 @j(s)\1 ---f 0 as 1 s I--+ 00 
by virtue of (ii). Thus, (b) is established and, in order to establish (a), it will 
be enough to show that II @(*)I/ is b ounded on compact subsets of Re(s} > 0. 
So let X be a compact subset of Re{s} 3 0. Since Q(s) f 0 and 
P(s) + QW = Q(s) I# + A\ 
and I UQ( )I s is b ounded away from 0 for s in X, it will, in view of (3.6), be 
enough to show that there is an E > 0 such that 
(z: IZI <+j$+n:sEsr/ =f$ 
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(i.e., is empty) for then {l/P(s) + Q(s)h : A E /1, s E X} will be bounded. But 
(1 is closed and P(*)/Q(*) is continuous. It follows that (P/Q)(X) + rl is 
closed as (P/Q)(X) is compact. Since 
the required E exists. Thus, (a) is established. 
As for (c), note that D(s) = (l/Q(s))Y((s) where Y(s) is the inverse of 
P(s)/Q(s) + L relative to {Bj}. But 
Y(s) - Y(s,) = Y(s) Y(s,) [# - g$ (3.7) 
and /I Y(a)]1 is bounded on compact subsets of Re{s} > 0. Since l/Q and P/Q 
are analytic on Re{s) > 0 and continuous on Re{s) 3 0, (c) is established. 
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose that (i) 0 #P(s) + Q(s)A and Q(s) f 0 for aZZ s in 
Re{s) > 0; (ii) 
1 
P(s) +Q(s)h = ’ 
uniformly in h for h E A; and (iii) there is a constant K > 0 such that 
P(k) yQ(i,)x ’ K I 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
uniformly in h for w real with 1 w 1 > 0 (i.e. for 1 w 1 large). Then there is a 
causal linear map Z of L,(R, Ho) into L,(R, Ho) such that 
s(w) = @(iw) f(w) 
where h denotes the Fourier (Plancherel) transform [8]. 
(3.11) 
Proof. Since @(iw) is normal, I/ @(iw)[l = sup{/ p 1 : /.6 E spec @(iw)}. It 
follows from (iii) that /I @(iw)ll < sup(l/) P(iw) + Q(iw)X ) : X E A} < K/j iw ) 
for w outside some interval [--A, A], A > 0. Since I/ @(iw)lj is bounded for 
w in [--A, A], we conclude that Y(W) = @p(L) is in L,(R, Y(HO, HO)). Now 
let f (a) be an element of L,(R, HO). Then define Zf by setting 
Kf l(t) = & Y$&-t) (3.12) 
(i.e., Zf is the”inverse transform” of Y((w)f(w)).4 Clearly Z?(W) = @(iw)j(~) 
and 2 is a bounded linear map of L,(R, Ho) into L,(R, HO). 
* Note that II U(-)I/ is bounded. 
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Now, in view of Lemma 3.4 and (ii), all the hypotheses of [9, Theorem 4.11, 
are satisfied. Thus, 2 is causal. 
In view of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.8, we now suppose that, in addition to 
Assumptions 3.1, the following assumptions hold throughout the sequel. 
ASSUMPTIONS 3.13. (i) 0 6 P(s) + Q(s)-4 and Q(s) f 0 for all s in 
Re{s) > 0; (ii) 
1 
,lsirz P(s) + Q(s)h = ’ I 
uniformly in h for X E A; and (iii) there is a constant K > 0 such that 
P(iw) yQ(iw)A ’ K 
uniformly in X for 1 w 1 large. 
We shall show that, under some mild additional assumptions, the causal 
map 2 can be represented by a convolution. In particular, we have 
THEOREM 3.14. Let 1 = max[p, q] where p is the degree of P and q is the 
degree of Q. 
(I) If 1 = 1, then there is a mapping p(s) of R into Z(HO, Ho) such that 
(i) Zf = q~ *f for f in L,(R, HO); (ii) 
p)(e) E-W, 9(H”, Ho)) n L&C g(HO, HO)); 
and (iii) supp v C [0, co). 
(II) If 1 > 1 and if there is a constant K > 0 such that 
(iw)k 
P(iw) + Q(iw)X ’ K 
(3.15) 
for some k with 1 < k < 1, uniformly in X for w real with ( w ( large, then there 
is a bounded, continuous mapping CP( a) of R into Y(HO, Ho) such that (i) Zf = q~ *f 
for f in L,(R, HO); (ii) (iw)%D(iw) EL,(R, 64(H”, HO)) for j < k; and (iii) 
S’LPP v c [O, m>. 
Proof. We first prove (I). Since L + ho has a completely continuous 
inverse relative to {B,) for some h, , n consists of a complete set of eigenvalues. 
Let EA , X E (1, be the appropriate finite dimensional invariant subspace of Ho 
corresponding to h. The action of @(iw) on E,, is given by multiplication by 
l/P(iw) + Q(k)& i.e., @(iw)E, = (l/P(iw) + Q(iw)X)E, . 
Now P(iw) = a + biw and Q(iw) = c + diw for fixed real a, b, c, d. 
Moreover, in view of our Assumptions 3.13 and the fact that A has no finite 
505/9/I-3 
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accumulation point, 1 a + ch 1 and 1 b + dh 1 are bounded away from 0 for 
h in (1. It follows that the causal map 2, when restricted to L,(R, EJ is given 
by a convolution with the L,(R, .9(& , EJ) n L,(R, Y(E, , EJ) kernel 
vh(-) given by a diagonal matrix with entries v&*) given by 
(o+ch) t-- 
tb+dN t>o 
(3.16) 
t < 0. 
(Note that Assumptions 3.13 imply that there is a u > 0 such that (a + c’\) > 
o(b + dh) for all h in II.) But then 2 itself is given by the convolution 
Zf = v *f where v(a) is the “direct sum” of the Pi. Since 
and 
(for some constant M), p,(s) is in L,(R, 9(H”, HO)) and L,(R, LZ(HO, HO)). 
Thus, the proof of (I) is complete. 
We now prove part (II). Since ]I @(iw)ll < K/I iw I2 for I w 1 large, CD(k) is, 
as a function of W, in L,(R, 2’(H”, HO)) n L,(R, 9(H”, HO)). Thus, 
is defined as a map of R into 9(H”, HO). Moreover, p)(m) is bounr and 
continuous [8]. Clearly Zf = ‘p *f as .@(a~) = @(iw)f(w) = q~ *f(w). 
Since 2 is causal, supp p C [0, co). Finally, (ii) follows from the normality 
of @(iw) and (3.15). 
In view of this theorem, we now suppose that, in addition to Assumptions 
3.1 and 3.13, the following assumption holds throughout the sequel. 
ASSUMPTION 3.17. (i) Let 1 = max[p, 41 where p is the degree of P and p 
is the degree of Q. Then 1 >, 1 and there is a constant K > 0 such that 
(iw)z 
P(b) + Q(iw)X G K 
(3.18) 
uniformly in A for w real with I w I large. 
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Thus, under our assumptions we have shown that the causal map 2 is given 
by the convolution Zj = v *f, f E L,(R, Ho) and 23 = @(&)~(w) = $f (co). 
Moreover, (k~)i @(iw) EL,(R, .9(H”, HO)) for-j = 0, l,..., 1 - 1. 
4. EXISTENCE THEORY 
We now develop an existence theory for the combined boundary and 
initial value problem 
[J’(Q) + QP&% &MQ + Wd = 0 
W4(0) = x 9 k = 0, l,..., Z - 1, X(*1 6 -w,~) 
u(t) E HzmmH 
(4.1) 
under the Assumptions 3.1,3.13, and 3.17 and a Lipschitz assumption on the 
nonlinearity N. The existence theory is formulated naturally in terms of 
certain “0 spaces.” More precisely, we have 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let O,,, be the set of all maps u(e) of [0, 00) into Ho suck 
tkat (i) u is k times diff&&zbZe on [0, OO),~ and (ii) u”(s) is ZocaZZy L, , i.e., 
uk is in L2([0, a], Ho) for ewety a in (0, CO). Let O,,,,({Bj}) be tke set of aZZ maps 
u of [0, co) into H2m({Bi}) suck that (i) u is k times dzjhrntiable on [0, co), 
and (ii) &)(a) is ZocuZZy L, i.e. II(~) is in L,([O, a], H2m((Bj})) for ewery a in 
(0, 00). 
We observe that P(D,) and Q(OJ may be viewed as maps of 0,,, into 
G--9,0 and ~K-,,~ , respectively, for k 3 p or k >, q. Since Q(s) # 0 for all s 
with Re{s} > 0, Q(DJ-1 is defined (actually by a convolution) and is an 
element of 9(0,-,,. , &.O) for k > q. It follows that if y is an element of 
0 l,. , then IQ(&)-‘(P(Z),) - A,,Q(D,))y is an element of O,,, for any As . 
We use these facts in Theorem 4.3. 
Now let A0 be an element of C with ho 4 -A so that L + h, is invertible 
relative to (Bi}. Denoting the inverse by I&, we can readily see that 
Dt#A0 = $A,D, in the sense that if t(t, X) is a suitably smooth function of 
(t, x), then 
We now have 
5 Note differentiability is up to and including the boundary point 0 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let v(e) be the mapping of R into Y(H”, Ho) giwen in 
Theorem 3.14. If v(m) is an element of Lo,,, , then u(e) = (9’ * v)(m) is a well- 
defined element of O,,, n UQ,.&(Bj}) and is a solution of the equation 
[P(R) + Q(W% QJl(4 = v 
having initial data (Zl$1)(0) = 0 for K = 0, l,..., I - 1. 
Proof. Let v(e) be in O,,, and let T > 0 be an element of (0, co). Define 
VT@) bY 
O<t<T 
t<O or t>T (4.4) 
and let u’(e) = (9, * vT)(*). We observe that (p * vT)(*) is well-defined since 
vr( .) E L,(R, HO). Moreover, the causality of v implies that 
(9’ *v)(t) = s; v,(t - 4 V(T) fh- 
I 
t zzz p)(t - T) V(T) d7 
0 
=I 
t 
v(t - 4 vd4 dT 
0 
for 0 < t < T. In other words, u(t) = UT(t) for 0 < t < T. Thus, in order 
to prove that u(e) is a well-defined element of 01,, , it will be F to 
show that u’(e) is in 0,,, for all T. Since vT( *) E L,(R, Ho) and q~ * v=(w) = 
@(in) $.(a), it follows from Theorem 3.14 that 
(iw)j@(iw) E L,(R, 9(H”, HO)) for j = 0, I,..., I - 1 
and hence, that 
(iw)i &&(w) E L,(R, Ho) n L,(R, Ho) for j = 0, l,..., I - 1 
and that 
(iw)z &&(w) E L,(R, HO). 
In view of the properties of the Fourier transform relating to differentiation, 
we deduce immediately that (u=)(j) is in 0 o-0 for j = O,..., I- 1 and that 
(uT)u) is in L,(R, HO). In other words, u’(a) is in O,,, . 
Now let A, be an element of C with A, $ -A so that L + X, is invertible 
relative to {Bj}. Denoting the inverse by I& , we let 
wt.1 = &{QPt)-’ v - QPtY VW) - hQVW+ (4.5) 
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Since v E O,,, and u E O,,, , w(e) is an element of O,,,,({Bi}). Thus, it will be 
sufficient to show that w(e) = u(e) (almost everywhere) as 
Q(Q)[L + holw = v - W,)u + h,Q(W. 
Let 
w’(.> = h,{QW-’ vT - Q(W’ (p&j - &QV4)uTl 
and note that wT(t) = w(t) for 0 < t < T. So we need only show that 
wT(t)z UT(t) for all t, or, equivalently, that $(uJ) = z(w) for all w.6 
Now U’(W) = @(;w) TG(~) and 
X%;“(W) = t+hAoQ-l(i~)[l - (P(iw) - A,,Q(iw)) @(iw)] CT(W). 
But7 
@(iw) = #n,Q-l(iw)[l - (P(iw) - &,Q(iw)) @(ion)] 
and so the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.6. If v(e) is an element of CC’,,,  then u(a) = (y * v)(q) is 
a well-dejned element of O,.,,,, n O,+,,,,({Bi}). 
We now show that the “homogeneous” equation has a solution. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let fi(x),,.., fiJx) be elements of H2”((Bj}). Then there is 
a solution u,(e), in O,,,,({Bj}), of the equation [P(D,) + Q(D,)L]u, = 0 
having initialdata (D,%.I)(O) = fk(x) for k = 0, l,..., I - 1. 
Proof. Let A, be an element of A for which P(s) + h,Q(s) is of degree I 
for s in Re(s} > 0. Since P(s) + &Q(s) f 0 on Re{s} 3 0, there is a u,(t, x) 
such that 
and 
P,lUl)(O, 4 = f&4 for k=O,l,..., 1-l. 
In fact, we may take u,(t, x) to be of the form 
u,(t, x) = C t%e-+gi(x) 
i 
(4.8) 
6 Note that these are L,(R, Ho) transforms. 
7 Since @(iw)[P(iw) + Q(iw)L] = I = #,$l(iw)[I - (P(iw) - &Q(h)) @(iw)] X 
[P(iw) + Q(iw)L]. 
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where 0~~ , ui are appropriate constants, Re{uJ > 0, and the gxx) are linear 
combinations of the!,(x). Clearly, ur(t, x) as given by (4.8) is an element of 
O’m,zm({B,}). Now let v = -(P(D,) + Q(D,)L)u, and ua = v *v. Then it 
follows from Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.6 that [P(D,) + Q(D,)L]u, = 
-[P(&) + Q(D,)L]u, and that u2 is in O,,,,({&}). Taking u0 = ui + u2, 
we obtain the theorem. 
We are now ready to consider the general problem (4.1). We have 
LEMMA 4.9. Let H be a separable Hilbert space and let CI,,,~) denote the 
set of continuous maps of [0, 03) into H. If N is a map of H into H with N(0) = 0 
and II N(h,) - N(h,)ll < cl/ h, - h, 11 for aZZ h, , h, and some c > 0, if cp(*) 
is a causal element of L,(R, 2’(H, H)), and if e, is an element of C[o,m) , then 
the equation 
e+cp*Ne=e, (4.10) 
has a unique solution e in CL~,~) .
Proof. Let CI,,r~ = {X E C[o,m) : x(t) = 0, t > T}. If x E CIO,rl, then set 
I 
t Mw = co(t) - s cp(t -T)(N+) dT t E [O, TIP 0 (4.11) 
0 t+ LO, Tl. 
Clearly, $r maps C&I into CL~,~J . Moreover, by the usual argument, large 
powers of & are contractions. Thus, &. has a unique fixed point x’(e) in 
CIO,rl . Let e*(t) = G(t) if t < T. Note that e*(t) is well-defined by virtue 
of the uniqueness of the fixed point of &. It is obvious that e*(t) is the 
unique solution of 4.10 in Cro,m) . 
THEOREM 4.12. Let N be a map of Ho into H’J with N(0) = 0 and 
II NV,) - Wdll G 414 - h, II 
for all h, , h, and some c > 0. Set N(u)(t, *) = N(u(t)). Then the problem 
W4) + QPtW> RJIW + Mu) = 0 
w4(0) = flc > h = o,..., 1 - 1, fd-) E H2WW (4.13) 
44 E H2’WjH 
. . 
has a so&ton u zn Ol,o n Og,,({Bj}) under the Assumptions 3.1, 3.13, and 3.17. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.7, there is a u. in O,,,,({Bj}) such that 
[P(D,) + Q(DJL]u, = 0 and (D,%to)(0) = fti , k = O,..., I - 1. 
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Let p)(e) be the mapping of R into Z(HO, HO) given in Theorem 3.14. Then 
Lemma 4.9 yields the existence of a u in O,,, with u + v * N(U) = u. . 
Since u is in 8,,, , N(u) is in O,,, and hence, v * Nu is in O,,, n 0,,a,({B,}) 
by Theorem 4.3. It follows that u = -v * N(u) + u. is an element of 
%, n %2mWV). M oreover, since [P(D,) + Q(D,)L](--cp * N(u) = - N(u) 
(Theorem 4.3), u is clearly a solution of 4.13. 
REMARK 4.14. If L and the Bj have real coe@cients and if N is real (i.e. - ~ 
N(h(x)) = N(h(x))), then the solution u of (4.13) is real. 
5. STABILITY 
We now treat the problem of La-stability for the combined boundary and 
initial value problem 
P’(G) + Q(&)-% WW + Wd = 0 
w=uW) = fk 9 k = 0, l)...) I - 1, fd-) E ~2”@,l) (5.1) 
44 E H2’W8 
under the Assumptions 3.1, 3.13, and 3.17 and the assumption that N is 
of the form N(u) = N(u(t)) where N is a map of Ho into itself with N(0) = 0. 
Our treatment is based on the general theory developed in [3, 8,9]. A brief 
review of the relevant portions of the general theory is given in the Appendix. 
Recalling that the results in [3] are based on an integral equation type 
approach, we begin with 
THEOREM 5.2. Let u(e) be a solution of the problem 
IpPt) + QWL(x, WI(u) + v = 0, v E oo,o 
w46-9 = fk 9 k = 0, I,..., I - 1, fd*) E H2”W4 
u(t) E H2WV) 
(5.3) 
with u(s) in 01,, n cC’~‘,,~~({B~}). Let u,, be the O,,,,({Bj}) solution of the homo- 
geneous equation [I’(&) + Q(D,)L(x, D,)]u, = 0 having the initial data 
(W%)(O) =X, k = 0, l,..., I - 1 (see Theorem 4.7). Then u satisjies the 
integral equation 
u(t) + 1; p)(t - 7) V(T) dT = u,(t) (5.4) 
where CJJ is the mapping of R into 9(H”, Ho) given in Theorem 3.14. 
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Proof. We extend u - us and v to (-co, co) by setting u - u0 = 0 
and v = 0 on (-co, 0). Since u - u,, is in O,,, , the extended u - ua (which 
is again denoted by u -u,,) is I- 1 times continuously differentiable on 
(-00, a>. 
Fix (for the moment) T > 0 and let E > 0 be some number. Introduce 
the “cut-off” function E,(t) with f,(s) E Cm(R), supp 5, C [-E, T + E], and 
E,(t) = 1 for t in [0, T]. Then setting w = u - u,, , we have 
[P + QL](&w) = &[(I’ + Q+] + R,(w) = -5~ + Rb’) (5.5) 
where the “remainder” R,(w) is given by 
Z-1 
R,(W) = 1 {akD:-‘5,(t) D,kw + B&kSt(t) D&W (5.6) 
k=l 
with appropriate constants CQ and j3k . Applying the Fourier transform to (5.5), 
we find that 
or, equivalently, that 
(since R,(w) has support in [T, T+E] and [Xt)w(t) is an element of H2”({Bj})). 
It follows that 
5,~ = -9) * 5,~ + v * R,(w) (53) 
where p is the mapping of R into L?(H”, Ho) given in Theorem 3.14. But 9 is 
causal and so, v * R,(w) vanishes on (-co, T]. Thus, (u -u,)(t) = 
(-p) * v)(t) for t in (-co, T]. In other words, 
u(t) + j:y(t - 4 V(T) dT = u,(t) 
for all t in [0, T]. Since T was arbitrary, the proof is complete. 
Theorem 5.2 allows us to deduce the stability of the combined boundary 
and initial value problem (5.1) f rom that of the integral equation (5.4). We 
need the following simple lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.10. There are continuous fzmctions ICI(*) and K,(e) from [0, co) 
to [0, 00) with K,(O) = 0, K,(O) = 0 and ICI(r) > 0, K,(r) > 0 for r f 0 
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such that if A > 0 and v(e) is an element of Lo,,, with 
then 
m 
/.I 
1 v(t, x)1” dx dt < A (5.11) 
0 9 
m 
IS I(WW, 41” dx dt d W9 
k = 0, l,..., 1 (5.12) 
0 a 
and 
m 
fS 
/ DzeD,%)(t, x)1” dx dt < K,(A), k = 0, l,..., Q, IB I < 2m 
0 a (5.13) 
where u(n) = (9’ * v)(m). 
Proof. Since Il(iw)W(iw)ll is bounded for k = 0, I,..., I by virture of 
Assumption 3.17, (5.12) is an immediate consequence of Parseval’s theorem 
and the properties of the Fourier transform with respect to differentiation. 
Now observe that 
where A0 # --fl and #A0 is the inverse of L + ho relative to {I$}.* Also observe 
that if 
then 
Irn j 0 9 IPz’W9,,5)(t, 41” dx dt < j-a Il(~,,WW, ->ll;m dt 0 
G I m K’ 11 Dt”~(t)# dt < K’M 0 
for some constant K’ since Dt&,0 = #AoD, and II IG,,,h II& < K’ll h 11; for h in 
Ho (by Theorem 2.12). The inequality (5.13) follows immediately from these 
observations. 
LEMMA 5.14. Let uo(*) be the solution of the equation [P(D,)+Q(D,)L]u = 0 
having initial data (D,‘“u)(O) = f% , k = 0, l,..., I - 1, constructed in Theorem 
4.7. Then there are continuous functions Ko,J*), K,,,(e) from [0, CO) into [0, CO) 
with K,,,(O) = 0, K,,,(O) = 0 and K,,,(r) > 0, K,,,(r) > 0 for r > 0 such 
8 See the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
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that if A > 0 and llfk l/2m < A for k = 0, l)...) 1 - 1, then 
m 
ss I(Qkuo)(t, 41” dx dt d ~o,,Wv k = 0, I,..., 1 0 9 
(5.15) 
co 
IS l(Qc6Qkuo>(t, 41” dx dt < ~o,,W, 
k = 0, l,..., !I, ISI <2m. 
0 9 (5.16) 
Proof. Let u,(t, X) be given by (4.8). Then simply note that 
00 ss 1-l 0 9 I(f’(D,) + Q(&)L) ~1 I2 dx dt < c c llh II&n k=O 
for some c > 0,9 and apply Lemma 5.10. 
We now suppose that L and the B, have real coefficients, that N is real, 
and that only real elements of Ho are considered. The mapping p)(t) will then 
be real (i.e., will map real elements of Ho into real elements of Ho) and the 
solution of (5.1) which we consider will also be real. 
We next prove a stability theorem. We note that this theorem does not 
require a Lipschitz assumption on N. 
THEOREM 5.17. Let II(-) be a solution of (5.1) in 0,,, n U,,,,({L$}). Let 
0 < a < b and suppose that (i) (bh - N(h), N(h) - uh) > 0 for all h; (ii) 
-‘--’ ’ v1 P(s) : Q(s)X :Xgfl; I 
and (iii) the set 
does not intersect and remains outside of the circle with center 
and rudius 
11 1 
- ---. 
( 1 2u b 
’ Note tldt, x) = X ta*e-“rtg,(x) with Re{q} > 0. 
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Then there is a continuous function K(e) from [0, a2) into [0, co) with K(0) = 0 
and K(r) > 0 for r > 0 such that ifI1 fk llsrn < A fur K = 0, l,..., I - 1, then 
m 
ss I(Wu)(t, x)1” dxdt < WQ k = 0, l,..., 1 (5.18) 0 9 
m 
IS 
@&Wtku)(t, x)j2 dx dt d K(A), K = 0, l,..., 9, IBI <2m. 
0 9 (5.19) 
Proof. Since all the other requirements of [3, Theorem 5.31, are satisfied, 
we need only prove that the mapping 2 given by Zf = v * f is an approximable 
element of &,,,J (see Appendix) in order to prove that 
m 
SI 
1 u(t, x)1” dx dt < I?(A) (5.20) 
0 9 
for a suitable continuous function A?(*). Assuming for the moment that 
(5.20) holds and noting that 11 N(u(t))llo < cl] u(t)lj, for some constant c and 
that u = -q * N(u) + u. (by Theorem 5.4), we deduce (5.18) and (5.19) 
from Lemmas 5.10 and 5.14. 
In view of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.8 and a result in [9, Corollary 4.2],2 is in 
&o,m) and so it will be enough to prove that 2 is approximable. Since 
and Q(w) is continuous on Re{s} >, 0 “compactified,” approximability in this 
case is equivalent to the completely continuity of Q(s) for each s in Re{s} > 0. 
But complete continuity follows from Proposition 3.2. The proof is now 
complete. 
APPENDIX 
We present a brief review of the relevant stability results of [3] in this 
Appendix. The treatment in [3] is for a general locally compact abelian group; 
here, the development is for the case R only as this is all that is required for 
the paper. So let H be a separable complex Hilbert space and let L,(R, H) be 
the space of maps f of R into H for which Ilfllz is integrable. 
Now if f is a measurable map of R into H and t is an element of R, then the 
truncation off at t, ft , is given by 
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Using the notion of truncation, we introduce the space Lze(R, H) = {f : f is 
measurable and ft E L,(R, H) for all t}. If @ is a mapping of Lze(R, H) into 
Lze(R, H) (or of L,(R, H) into L,(R, H)), then @ is causal if 
(@f )t = (@fdt G4.2) 
for all t and f. A typical causal map is defined by convolution with an element 
4 of L,(R, Z(H, H)) having support in [0, cc). 
Let @ and Y be maps of Lze(R, H) into itself and let S be a subset of 
L,(R, H) x L,(R, H). Consider the system 
4.1 + @lP+)(*) +fd*)l = fd*). (-4.3) 
This system is called L,-stable over S if there is a nonnegative continuous 
function K,(m) on [0, co) with K,(O) = 0 and K,(r) > 0 for Y f 0 such that 
(fi ,fi) E S and llfi II2 < 4 IIf II2 < A together imply that II 4*)112 < KM) 
for every solution e(e) of (A.3) in Lze(R, H) (a fortiori e(a) EL,(R, H)). The 
basic result of [3] is a stability theorem for systems of the form (A.3) under 
suitable assumptions on @ and !P. 
Now, we recall that B(H) is the set of all linear transformations of L,(R, H) 
into L,(R, H) of the form 
(@f)(t) = j-” @(t - df(d dT + hf (t) 64.4) --co 
where D(e) E L,(R, Z(H, H)) and h E C([S]). It can easily be shown that B(H) 
is a Banach algebra with respect to composition and the norm, 11 9 Ils = 
Ij@(*)j/i + 1 X I. Moreover, B(H) and L,(R, 5?(H, H)) o(d) (d a unit) are 
isometrically isomorphic and so, we write elements 9 of B(H) in the form 
@ = @ + hd. We also note that if @ = @ + M is an element of B(H), then 
the Fourier transform of 9, b(u), is the map of R into Z(H, H) given by 
d(w) = &(iw) + XI where 
&(iw) = s” e-i%D(t) dt. 
--m (A-5) 
The F transform is a uniformly continuous element of 9(R, 9(H, H)) 
and $9, = &,&a. We let BroSrn) (or &,,,)(H)) denote the subset of B(H) 
given by 
Blo,,) = (Cp = CD + M E B(H) : supp @ C [0, co)} (A-6) 
where supp @ is the support of @. Bra,,) is a closed subalgebra of B(H) and is 
called the causal subaZgebra of B(H). 
For our purposes, we need to view B[,,,) in a somewhat different way. In 
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particular we note that Bts,,) is a normed algebra with respect to composition 
and the norm, 11 4 11 w = supw (11 b(w)lI}. We let Bt,,,,) denote the completion 
of %.d in II - lb. A Laplace transform can be defined for elements Q, of 
I&,) (see [S]) and is denoted by 6(s), Re(s} 2 0. An element cf, of &,,,) is 
called upproximable if each &(s) is a completely continuous element of 
Z(H, H) and if the mapping s -+ a(~) is continuous on Re(s} 3 0 “com- 
pactified.” Using these notions, we have the following theorem (see [8, 
Theorem 5.31). 
THEOREM A.7. Let @ = Z + AA where Z is an approximable element of 
Bfo,,) . Suppose that (i) 2( w ) is normal for all w in (-co, co); (ii) @ is real (i.e., 
(@f(t) = (@f)(t) for all t in R andf in L,(R, H)); (iii) a and b are real numbers 
with 0 < a < b; (iv) N is a map of H into H such that (bh - N(h), 
N(h) - ah) > 0 for al2 h; (v) --b-l # u muRe~sj~o spec 6(s); and (vi) the set 
@I n UwoR vet &J) d oes not intersect the circle with center --1/2(1/u + l/b) 
and radius -1/2(1/a - l/b). Then the systems 
4-l + WW-) +fd->I =fd-) (-4.8) 
4.1 + NKQe)(*) +fX->I = fd*) (A-9) 
urebothL,-stableoveeruny S CL,(R, H) x L,(R, H). (Here(Nf)(t) = N(f(t)).) 
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